Introduction
Workflow management is a key technology in supporting business process reengineering and an effective means realizing full or partial automation of a business process [3] . Despite the abundance of workflow management systems developed for different types of workflow based on different paradigms [4] [5] [6] [7] , the lack of rigorous theoretic foundation and then effective model verification and analysis methods has blocked workflow techniques' research and application.
Workflow specifications address many issues including process control, resource, 1 IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics-Part A:Systems and Humans, Vol.33, No.2, March 03, pp. [179] [180] [181] [182] [183] [184] [185] [186] [187] [188] [189] [190] [191] [192] [193] information, and function perspectives. Hence, we know from research that the rationality and correctness analysis should be carried out from four aspects that are relevant for workflow modeling and workflow execution: process control logic, timing constraint logic, resource dependency logic, and information dependency logic. The objective of correctness analysis of process control logic is to avoid the deadlocks or structural conflicts in the execution of a workflow model because of the errors in its process control. Some verification and conflict detection methods have been discussed in [2, [8] [9] . Resource dependency logic verification focuses on the proof of correctness of the static or dynamic resource allocation rules and consistence with the process control logic. The information dependency logic, however, indicates the internal consistence of a workflow-related data and correct temporary relation among different workflow application data. The timing constraint verification and analysis deal with the temporal aspects of a workflow model such as deadlines, variable calendar windows, time scales, and alerting mechanisms for overdue actions. It also includs the schedulability analysis of the constituent activities of a workflow model and its boundedness verification in the case of multi-workflow-instances running concurrently, which is discussed in this paper.
Note that the timing constraint verification and synthesis should be conducted after the process control verification is done, which means that the workflow model considered here is free of structural conflicts (deadlock).
In order to improve the efficiency and quality of a business process, each activity and the precedence relations between different constituent activities in a workflow model should have reasonable timing constraints according to the transaction instance arrival time, the required service quality, and efficient resource management. Our investigation shows that mainly two kinds of timing constraints should be considered: external and internal timing constraints. The former follows implicitly from control dependency of a workflow schema. It causes the buffer time that is handled by a workflow manager or workflow engine. For example, an activity can only start 5 minutes after its preceding activities have finished, or it must start 10 minutes after another specific activity ends. To specify this kind of timing constraint, the concepts of Lower
Bound Constraint (LBC) and Upper Bound Constraint (UBC) [10] should be introduced and used in this paper. Internal timing constraint, which is managed by a resource agent (e.g. a software system or human) that is responsible for the enactment of an activity, is embedded in 2 the description of every individual activity. It includes the defined execution duration and the executable time span of this activity. Addressing the issues of how to verify the correctness of a workflow model from the time dimension and select rationally the time parameters at the build-time is important in realizing efficient workflow management.
When a workflow model is deployed in practice, the state of an activity in a workflow instance may include initiated, enabled, ready, running, suspended, dead, error, and end.
However, in the time dimension verification and analysis of workflow models, only the temporal behavior of task execution, which is defined at the build time, is concerned. Thus we consider only the enabled, ready, running, and end states of activities in this paper.
The workflow process definition models the life-cycles of all the transaction instances. On one hand, the workflow engine interprets and maintains a workflow instance for each transaction instance in the running time environment. Each activity in the workflow instance must be allocated enough time to complete its execution with respect to imposed timing constraints. On the other hand, a workflow model deployed in practice has a stable transaction instance input rate, which means that there are many transaction instances handled concurrently according to the same workflow model. When the input rate of an activity is greater than its output rate, the congestion or overflow occurs. To avoid it in the running environment, the execution durations of the coordinated activities in the process should conform to certain constraints. Therefore, our time dimension workflow model verification and analysis method is addressed through two levels: (1) schedulability verification and synthesis of a workflow model;
and (2) boundedness verification of a workflow model in the environment of multi-workflow instances running concurrently.
Petri Net (PN) originated from the early work of Carl Adam Petri [11] has found many applications in computer science. Because of their formal semantics, local state-based system description, and abundant analysis techniques [12] , their use as a mathematical foundation for the formal analysis of workflow models is attractive to many researchers of workflow techniques. Since Zisman [30] used PN to model workflow processes for the first time in 1977, researchers have proposed their own techniques based on PN to model workflow. Some [3] , [37] recognize the adaptability problem inherent to workflows, i.e., the frequently and/or radically changing character due to changing business rules. Thus, the work [1] , [4] , [14] , [31] , [32] , [33] , [34] focuses on how process control or data flow is modeled by PN to improve the adaptability of a workflow model in a changing market environment. Table 1 highlights several proposed PN classes for workflow modeling. However, despite the popularity of using PN for business process specification, Han [31] warns that PN cannot apply directly for modeling workflows due to their fixed structure. By adding a complementary data flow model, generalizing control flow primitives and simplifying semantics, ICN is a Colored Petri net variant intended to represent control and data flow of office workflow. A message-based exception handling mechanism for ICN is provided to improve the flexibility of a workflow system.
Workflow-nets (WF-nets) [1]
With one input place (ε) and one output place (θ), indicating the beginning and end of the modeled business procedure, WF-nets require that every transition (place) must be located on a path from ε to θ. They are suitable not only for the representation and valididation but also for the (process control logic) verification [8] , [9] of workflow procedures.
Reconfigurable Nets [14] As an extension of WF-nets, a Reconfigurable Nets consists of several Petri nets which constitute the different possible configurations for some mode of operation to support dynamic changes and realize self-modification of a workflow system. Modular Process Nets [32] Modular Process Nets are based on a hierarchical module concept and the constructs for synchronous and asynchronous communication between interpreted nets and their environment as a framework for flexible workflow modeling and enactment, and can be described as Element Net systems with minimal syntactic extension.
Element Net system [33] By decomposing a WFMS into two basic components, namely a WF model and a WF Execution Model, only a subclass of Element Net System (EN-system) are needed to describe a WF model. Thus the WF Execution Module can be implemented with enhanced flexibility and adaptability.
Higher Order Object Nets (HOON) [31] Based on Modular Process Nets, the structures of the organisation and resource configuration are explicitly embodied in HOON. The net model and its enviroment are arranged in a client/server manner.
Predicate Petri nets (PPN) [34] Using inter-task dependencies to specify internal structure of a workflow, PPN captures the relationships among subtransactions within a flexible transaction model.
Other workflow researchers have noticed the importance of workflow model analysis in supporting business process reengineering and successful workflow management. Different 4 kinds of PNs are employed for correctness and rationality analysis of a workflow model.
Because the control flow is at the heart of workflow specification, many researchers have addressed the correctness verification of the process control of a workflow model. Some transformation rules between WF-nets are proposed to allow workflow designers to modify workflow structures while preserving its correctness and consistency [9] . A WF-net-based verification method [38] for workflow Task Structures is presented in [38] . The process verification and consistency checking techniques are discussed in [13] based on ordinary P/T nets and the technique presented in [9] . In [46] , an algebraic technique based on Petri nets is proposed to check the local consistency of a workflow model and, using a composition theorem, it can be used to verify the inter-organization workflow model. More work can be found in [39] , [40] , [41] . Colored Petri Net (CPN) is used for the formal specification of a workflow process, and simulation has been used to verify the coordination between workflow activities [45] . However, although the literature on workflow has consistently stressed the importance of time [3-5, 7, 10, 27, 42-43] , only a few papers address the application of PN to temporal analysis of a workflow model. Through extending ordinary P/T nets with an interval function and a timestamp function to model absolute as well as relative time, existing PN verification approaches are employed [13] to test whether it is feasible to execute a workflow with specified temporal constraints. In [48] , a set of linear reasoning algorithms for commonly used workflow patterns is presented to investigate the temporal properties of a workflow with timing constraints of deterministic intervals. Performance analysis of workflow is research topic yet to be given the importance it deserve [3, 7, [35] [36] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] . All the routing constructs of a workflow are mapped into a higher-level Stochastic PN (SPN), then throughput time of the process is analytically computed [47] . Based on four performance equivalent formulae, an approximate performance analysis method of a workflow is presented in [49] . These two techniques both assume the infinite availability of resources in the workflow configuration. Generalized Stochastic Petri Nets (GSPN) are used to model workflow [35, 44] , and then a method based on a continuous time Markov chain (CTMC) is used to obtain upper bounds of the execution performance. A simple GSPN, which is a so-called load equivalence aggregation (LEA) model, has been developed in [36] , and then the model is simulated using a Coloured GSPN (CGSPN) to obtain some performance related measures of human resources in a workflow. Commonly, the techniques applying PN in the domain of readers can refer to the two workshops on workflow management [42] , [43, 50] .
Considering Han's statement as mentioned above and the fact that most of the commercial workflow products use different kinds of DNGs instead of PN for their model specification, the mapping from such DNG to PN are worthy to investigate. Also, to realize systematic time dimension verification and analysis of workflow models, it is necessary to incorporate all the relevant timing information into PN-based workflow models.
The next section introduces a graphic process modeling language [2] extended with timing information and the concept of TCWF-nets by incorporating timing information into WF-nets.
Section 3 proposes a model mapping method from a DNG-based workflow model built by the extended basic process modeling language to TCWF-net. Section 4 presents the schedulability verification methods and heuristic rules for the timing synthesis of a workflow model. Based on that almost all workflow models have a free-choice characteristic [2] , [9] , Section 5 provides an effective algorithm decomposing free-choice and acyclic TCWF-net into a set of T-components and a boundedness verification method. Section 6 presents a case study. Finally, Section 7 makes conclusions.
Basic concepts
A basic process modeling language [2] based on a standard process definition notation, which is proposed by Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC) [15] , can be used to represent the components of a workflow in a simple and direct way. In this language, processes are modeled using two types of objects: node and transition. A node is classified into two subclasses: task and choice/merge coordinator. The task, graphically represented by a rectangle, represents the work to be done to achieve some objectives. It can be used to build implicitly sequence, fork, and synchronous structures. The task is further classified into four types: activity, sub-process, block, and null task, which are necessary for the process modeling. However, for simplicity, all kinds of tasks are treated only as activities in our proposed model mapping method. The choice/merge coordinator, graphically represented by a circle, is used to build explicitly choice and merge structures. A transition linking two nodes in a graph is graphically represented by a directed edge and used to specify the execution order and flow between its tail and head nodes. Figure 1 shows three modeling objects. Because the iteration structure is nested in a task that has an exit condition defined for iterative purposes, a DNG-based workflow model built by the basic process modeling language must be structurally acyclic. Refer to [2] for more details.
task choice/merge transition Figure 1 . Graphic representation of three modeling objects
In order to incorporate the necessary timing information into a workflow model, we need to extend this basic process modeling language by considering its internal and external timing constraints.
As mentioned before, the internal timing constraint defined in an activity refers to execution duration and executable time span, where the executable time span managed by a responsible resource agent ranges from the time of task allocation to allowable latest completion time.
Given a workflow model, designers can assign execution duration and executable time span (during which the activity can be executed) to every individual activity based on their experience and expectation from the past execution.
In order to specify external timing constraints, i.e., the temporal dependency relations between different activities, the concepts of LBC and UBC need to be introduced. Assuming is needed, in which B is a merge node, a dummy activity is used to specify this situation. It means that the transaction instance routes out as soon as it reaches a merge node. However, the choice node may include actions such as the output path selection. Then it can be treated as an activity and the timing constraint mentioned above can be imposed on it. Also, the choice node's output path selection can be specified through assigning different timing constraints (executable time span) to different succeeding paths. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that all the time information is given in a same time unit. Petri nets as a design language for the specification of a complex workflow, as well as a powerful analysis technique for the correctness of workflow procedures are discussed in [1, 4] .
Some basic concepts about PN [11] , [17] are given as follows:
and it is a marked graph iff each place p has exactly one input and one output transition. Definition 2: PN = (P, T, F) and 
A PN modeling the process aspect of workflow is called a WorkFlow net [1] .
Definition 3: A Petri net PN is called WorkFlow net (WF-net) if and only if:
1 PN has two special places: ε and θ. Place ε is a source place:
2 If we add a new transition t to PN which connects place θ with ε, namely,
• t={θ}, t
• ={ε}, then the resulting PN is strongly connected.
A WF-net has proper termination property if starting from the initial state (with only one token in place ε), it is always possible to reach the state with only one token in place θ. A WF-net with proper termination property is sound if it has no dead transitions, i.e., for each transition t, it is possible to reach (starting from initial state) a state where t is enabled. If there are no structural conflicts in a workflow model built by the basic process modeling language mentioned above, its corresponding WF-net must be sound [1] .
Obviously, a WF-net gives only process control specification of a workflow model. To realize the time dimension verification and analysis of a workflow model, its temporal behavior should be specified, and then some extensions with time information to the WF-net are needed.
Different ways exist to introduce time into PN. Timed Petri nets treat a timing constraint as a single delay [18] [19] [20] . Time Petri nets treat a timing constraint as a delay pair consisting of lower and upper bounds [21] [22] [23] . Timing Constraint Petri Net (TCPN) [16] , which extends PN by adding minimum, maximum, and durational timing constraints to places or transitions, synthesizes all the timing constraints considered in previous two cases. Considering the timing constraints to be specified in a workflow model, we propose to use TCPN for workflow modeling and analysis.
In TCPN, a time pair
denotes the period that p can enable its output transition after a token arrives. The token enabled [16] . A transition is schedulable means that it is firable and can complete its firing successfully. The formal semantics of TCPN can be used in a workflow model to specify naturally the situations such as the exception handling or selection of a succeeding routing path.
In TCPN, all the tokens (denote as TK's) used for enabling a transition will be preserved during 
WF-net=(P, T, F) is a WorkFlow net;
P ={p 1 , p 2 , ···, p m } is a set of places representing the state of a transaction instance or the condition of its output transitions;
T ={t 1 , t 2 , ···, t m } is a set of transitions representing activities of workflow;
F is a set of directed arcs linking places and transitions, and used to describe precedence relations among activities;
C is a set of non-negative real number pairs [d min , d max ] related to each transition or place, which is used to represent the imposed timing constraints of an activity or system state;
α is a set of firing delays associated with transitions, where α(t) represents the execution duration of transition t mapped from its corresponding activity;
M is a set of m-dimensional markings where M(p) denotes the number of tokens representing the number of transaction instances in p.
What we should note here is that a transition in the TCWF-net corresponds to an activity of workflow; however, a transition defined in the basic process modeling language mentioned above is used to specify the execution order and flow between its tail and head nodes.
In addition, E F (t) (L F (t)) denotes the earliest fireable beginning time (latest fireable ending t; F begin (t) (F end (t)) denotes the time at which t begins (ends) firing.
It should be noted that a TCWF-net is used to specify the dynamic behavior of the life-cycle of transaction instances. For the verification and analysis of a workflow model, we have to consider the mapping from a workflow model built by the extended process modeling language to a TCWF-net.
Model mapping
According to the semantic properties of workflow models built by most of the workflow modeling tools (see e.g. language is mapped to the directed arc linking corresponding place and transition in the TCWF-net directly. We have so far completed the topology structure mapping and obtained a free-choice TCWF-net structure model of a workflow process. Because the workflow model considered here is free of structural conflicts (deadlock), the resulting TCWF-net must be sound [1] .
During the model mapping, we must also consider the imposed timing constraints in a process model besides the structure mapping.
In a TCWF-net, the state of a transaction instance is specified by a place. When a workflow engine is taking care of the control and execution of a workflow instance, the task is allocated to the resource agent that is responsible for its execution. The executable duration, i.e., the buffer time that is handled by the corresponding resource agent (executor), is ranged from the task allocation time to the allowed latest completion time. The execution duration of each activity can be deterministic or stochastic. In the deterministic case, it is mapped to α(t) directly. In the stochastic case, α(t) mapped to a transition in TCWF-net is the average value of its corresponding random execution duration. In this situation, time dimension verification or analysis is conducted from the viewpoint of expectation. [1, 5] 
Let's use a simple example to illustrate the time information mapping between the two kinds of workflow models. Fig. 4 is a TCWF-net fragment, which is mapped from the sub-workflow in Fig. 2 
only enable its output transition t A2 during the time from T 0 +1 to T 0 +5, which corresponds to A 2 's enabled time span. Since there are no external timing constraints for A 1 
Workflow model schedulability verification and synthesis
As defined in [17] , a marking M n , is said to be reachable if there is a firing sequence σ =(M 0 t 1 M 1 ··· t i M i ··· t n M n ) or simply (t 1 , t 2 ,···,t n ) that transforms M 0 to M n . Due to timing constraints, to prove that M n is reachable in TCWF-net, we have to prove that all the transitions in σ are schedulable with respect to M 0 . In other words, let t n be the final transition of σ from M 0 to M n , M n is reachable if and only if t n and all the transitions that occurred prior to t n are schedulable.
δ k (M n ), to be used below, denotes the collection of places and transitions except the first 13 transition in the k-th firing sequence from M 0 to M n [16] .
Using TCPN scheduability [16] as reference, we give the definition of the scheduability of a TCWF-net and then its corresponding verification method.
It is known that the arrival time of a transaction instance must be taken into account in the schedulability analysis of a TCWF-net model, which indicates a "strong" characteristic. Thus we do not distinguish the strong and weak schedulabilities. However, we differentiate local and global schedulabilities here. Obviously, the local schedulability is a necessary condition of the global one. A schedulable TCWF-net means that all its transitions are globally schedulable.
is constrained by token enabled times of all input places of t, i.e.,
. Therefore, assuming that t s is mapped from the start activity we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 1 is derived directly from the TCPN theory. A trivial modification of the proof of related theorems in [16] can prove it. Its proof is omitted here. However, two points need to be noted here. First, our TCWF-net is sound. When the workflow model is instantiated to a by K a (p)+d max (p), the rationality of which can be found easily.
In the following discussions, "schedulable" refers to "globally schedulable". According to 
Since t is a locally schedulable transition,
≥α(t). By Theorem 1, t is globally schedulable. Hence, all the transitions in a TCWF-net are globally schedulable, or the net is schedulable.
Before the schedulability synthesis of a TCWF-net from the aspect of time dimension is discussed, two relevant concepts of the timing constraints of a transition should be introduced.
In marking M i of a TCWF-net, t's schedulable decision span is defined as For transitions in an AND_join structure:
In this synchronous structure, the execution of a succeeding transition cannot begin until all its preceding transitions complete their firing. Therefore, in order to reduce the mutual waiting time of individual execution paths, the time constraints for the preceding transitions must be selected to make them as accordant (according to their succeeding synchronous transition's S(t) and Y(t) constrained by different input paths) as possible. 16 
Boundedness verification of a workflow model
A workflow model is instantiated by multiple transaction instances. Boundedness verification of a workflow model concerns whether congestion or overflow may occur in the environment of multi-instances running concurrently. In a TCWF-net, source place ε with a tokens (transaction instances) arrival rate λ can be viewed as a structure of a transition (with no input arcs) with firing rate λ connecting to ε. This semantics cause many tokens of multiple instances reside in the same TCWF-net. A TCWF-net is bounded if every place is bounded.
Then, workflow's boundedness verification corresponds to verify if there is a place that can
have an infinite number of tokens.
To realize the boundedness verification of a TCWF-net, an extended net PN = ) , , ( F T P [1] is defined. PN is the PN obtained by adding an extra transition t which connects place θ and ε to a TCWF-net PN, where P =P, T =T∪{t}, and F =F∪{(θ,t),(t,ε)}. Based on the TCWF-net mapped from the DNG-based workflow model, the extended free-choice TCWF-net is obtained by adding a new transition t between the intial and end places, i.e., Note that the algorithm discussed below focuses only on a TCWF-net's structure decomposition, the corresponding time information of every transition or place in its subnets is unchanged. Also, for simplicity, we use PN= (P, T, F) to represent an extended TCWF-net.
Before the decomposition algorithm is introduced, some relevant concepts are given below. Suppose that the circuit in Fig. 5(b) is the only element of R. Then p C is a proper choice place.
However, if the circuit of Fig. 6(a) is also in R, the proper choice place is not p C but p A . The reason is that although p C 's choice degree is the minimal in the circuit of Fig. 5(b) , it is not the minimal in the circuit of Fig. 6(a) . Since p A belongs to only the circuit of Fig. 6(a) , and its choice degree is the minimal in that circuit, it is a proper choice place in R.
Based on these definitions, we discuss in detail about the workflow model decomposition. It has been proved in [24] that each live and safe free-choice PN is covered by a set of strongly connected T-components. Also, an algorithm (Algorithm 7.4 in [24] ) is defined to construct a T-component from an arbitrarily selected transition. Obviously, each T-component of a TCWF-net is corresponding to the routing path of a specific transaction instance. As mentioned before, the resulting extended TCWF-net considered in this paper is sound. Hence, one can 20 assure its liveness and safeness. Next, we extend the algorithm in [24] to decompose a sound free-choice extended TCWF-net PN= (P, T, F) into a set of T-component as follows.
Algorithm 1 (Decomposition)
Step 1: Corresponding to an arbitrarily selected transition t in p 1• ={t 1 , t 2 , ···, t n }, where
passing t is constructed. In addition, P S = φ and R 1 = {PN 1 }, where P S is a choice place set and R 1 is a subnet set.
Step 2: Repeat the following steps until
is empty. Denote the resulting subnet set as R=R 1 ={PN 1 , PN 2 ,···, PN n }. and merges them into R 1 (R 2 of next iteration). Obviously, each choice place can only be selected to be a proper choice once, which guarantees that each arbitrarily constructed circuit in
2.1:
R 2 = R 1 , PL=φ;
2.2: For every
Step 2.4 is new for R 1 .
During each iteration of Step 2, all the proper choice places of P C \P S in current R 2 are merged into P S . They are put into P S in an ascending sequence of their choice degrees. Then, when a choice place p is put into P S , the choice places with less choice degree in PN j must have been in P S and |p • |-1 circuits are created for each circuit PN j containing p. Therefore, if p carries the maximal choice degree in every PN j ∈R 1 , then all the circuits passing p and its preceding choice places are included in R 1 . Otherwise, Step 2 will continue its iteration.
Based on Algorithm 7.4 [24] to grow a T-component from a given single transition, Step 3 extends every subnet in R from its fork transitions (each of which has multiple outputs in PN), and obtains the corresponding T-components. Its validity is demonstrated in [24] . However, it is possible that the new merged transition paths in Step 3 include new choice places that do not belong to P S . In this situation, there must be new subnets that are derived from the choice places in the new merged transition paths of PN j . Then Steps 3.1-3.4 (the proper choice place is in path) 193 similar to Steps 2.1-2.4 (the proper choice place is in circuit) are needed to construct and merge all these new subnets into R. [24] demonstrated the existence of a transition path path corresponding to place p 1 in Step 3. In fact, according to the characteristics of a sound free-choice extended TCWF-net (every closed loop must cover source place ε and sink place θ), every path starting from t∈PN i can return to PN i and the join node must be a transition.
Panagos and Rabinovich
Otherwise, there must be a join place and it is not safe, then the TCWF-net is not sound.
Symmetrically, it can also be proved in Step 3.4 (Step 2.4 is similar to Step 3.4) that the place path starting from p′ l must return to another place p″′ in path. The reason is that if a join place is not in path, then the return node of path1 to PN i is a place or a transition distinct from t m . These two situations will destroy the soundness of an extended TCWF-net. If the return node is in path but not a place, it also conflicts with the soundness of the TCWF-net. Hence, the conclusion of the existence of the place path path1 is derived.
In this algorithm, each place in every transition generating net is treated only once, i.e., either in a circuit or transition path. Therefore, we can assure that each place has exactly one input and one output arc, and each element in the resulting set R is a marked graph, then a T-component. This theorem can be easily proved and thus its proof is omitted here. However, it should be noted here that "≤" cannot be used in the inequation. 
A case study
Now we use an example to illustrate the application of our approach. Fig. 7 (a) is a DNG-based workflow model built by the extended basic process definition language. Through the application of the model mapping method, the TCWF-net in Fig. 7(b respectively. The start activity S is mapped to the source ε and transition t s , and a sink place θ is added as the output place of transition t E . In order to simplify the figure, some labels mentioned above are omitted in Fig. 7 . Also, the specification of imposed timing constraints is transformed from the DNG in Fig. 7(a) into the TCWF-net in Fig. 7 (b). [ 5, 16] tA0 [3, 9] In Fig. 7(b) , one can find easily that [5, 16] is replaced with [3, 14] (corresponding to the external timing constraints between start activity and activity A 0 is changed from [5, 11] to [3, 9] ), it can be verified easily now that transition t A4 is globally schedulable. To make t A6 and t A7 locally schedulable, their [d min (t), d max (t)] are relaxed and set be [1, 6] and [1, 7] , respectively. Synchronous transitions t A4 and t A5 are both globally schedulable, and all other transitions are locally schedulable, and then from Theorem 3 we know that the TCWF-net in Fig. 7(b) of the exception handling of time violation or the selection of an output path in a conflict structure can be realized using a weakly firing mode [16] . Similarly, for p C 's two output transitions t and , if p C starts enabling at T 0 , its output transition t cannot be selected in (T 0 +0, T 0 +1), which means that path c has a higher priority than path d.
For the boundedness verification, we should decompose an extended TCWT-net to a set of T-components. Fig. 5(a) is the extended TCWF-net model.
After
Step 1 of Algorithm 1, in which p 1 =p C and t= t , the circuit PN 1 in Fig. 6(b) is obtained.
Initially, P C ={p A , p C }, P S =φ, and R 2 =R 1 ={PN 1 }. After Step 2.2, PL={p C }. There is only one choice place p C in PL, then it must be proper and merged to P S . p C has two output transitions t and t , and a circuit generated from has been in R 2 . Then after Step 2.4, only the circuit PN 2 in Fig. 6 (c) are constructed and added to R 1 .
Step 2 stops after one interation. Now, P S ={p C }, and Fig. 5(f) . Then a new subnet in Fig. 5(g) is generated from the subnet in Fig. 5(f) . In the end, there are two subnets in and t A1 are 0.6 and 0.8, i.e., they satisfy Theorem 3 now. Obviously, the boundedness distance of this workflow model is 1-Max{α(t i )*λ ti }=0.2, and its bottleneck occurs at transitions t A1 and t A3
(their boundedness distances are both 0.2) .
Conclusion
Existing workflow systems offer limited support for handling time-related issues and detecting potential time-related problems at build, instantiation, and run times. However, they are received more and more attentions in the workflow research.
Static data, statistical data, and run-time information are used to estimate the remaining execution time for workflow instances, and then adjust the activity deadlines [25] [26] . Using the integration of workflow systems with project management tools to realize the time management is proposed in [27] . The focus of their work is the time management in running environment. Because these techniques do not allow the specification of explicit time constraints, they are not applicable to build-time model analysis. A framework is presented for computing internal deadlines so that the overall process deadline and external timing constraints are all satisfied [10] . But it can only be used for the well-structured acyclic timed workflow graph in which no choice structures are allowed. In order to provide process analysts with estimates of the best, worst, and median execution times of an activity, the PERT-net technique is used to formulate timing constraints in a workflow to compute internal deadlines in the presence of sequential, alternative, concurrent structures [28] . The technique is extended to handle optional structures [29] . These approaches can only deal with a single workflow instance, which restricts their application (in most cases, there are multi-workflow-instances running concurrently).
These existing modeling and analysis techniques used to resolve different level of time-related problems in a workflow model lack a common rigorous theoretic foundation, which restricts their application in practice. The PN researchers [13] , [35] , [36] try to exploit the correspondence between some special time-related PN enabling and firing rules and the dynamic behavior of a workflow system, and then apply mechanically the state-of-the-art
PN-based techniques to analyze workflow. Since they cannot deal with different kinds of timing constraints from practice, most of them are not immediately applicable to analysis of practical workflow, such as the presented example in Fig. 7(a) .
This paper considers the timing constraints of a workflow model from the requirement in its actual running environment. Since a DNG-based workflow model is widely used in many workflow products, we adopt it. Furthermore we incorporate all the necessary information, including explicit timing constraints, structural timing constraints, and internal activity deadlines [10, [28] [29] , into it. On the other hand, to provide a formal framework for modeling and analyzing workflow, we define TCWF-net, which is constructed particularly for specification of imposed timing constraints of a workflow. Then, a method mapping a DNG-based workflow model built by the extended basic process modeling language onto a TCWF-net is discussed. Based on the definitions of local and global schedulabilities, a verification technique of the schedulability of a workflow model is presented. In order to verify the boundedness of the resulting TCWF-net, we present a decomposition algorithm from an acyclic and free-choice TCWF-net to a set of T-components. Using the computed result of the transition instance input rate of each transition, we derive the boundedness verification method of a workflow TCWF-net model. Obviously, the time-related issues addressed in this paper include not only overall deadline meeting (one goal of the schedulability verification) but also the system optimization and potential problem detection.
Mapping an extended DNG-based workflow model onto a TCWF-net links the practical application and theoretic analysis techniques of PN theory. If an appropriate mapping method is provided, which is just like an interface, the timing constraints of all kinds of workflow models with the free-choice characteristics defined by different fashionable modeling tools can be analyzed using the proposed methods.
This paper mainly focused on the time dimension verification of the workflow model at the build-time. The future work should deal with process execution monitoring and management in the enactment environment. Finding some appropriate coordination mechanisms to schedule the execution of the constituent activities of a workflow system is an important and interesting problem especially in the environment where multi-processes or multi-instances run concurrently. Verifying a workflow model from the resource and information perspectives is also a challenge.
